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Posted : 30 January 2024 12:00 WIB 8 hari Our firm is continuously growing; we are

currently an 80 people design team – specializing in Architecture and Interior Design. We pride

ourselves in delivering elegant designs that connect the indoor and outdoor of the building,

whilst also adding elements of luxury in the materiality and detailing that we use.We are

strongest at the architectural concept, where we always look to develop a project from its

livability. The journey into and exiting the house is one major thing that we always look at,

but also the connection between each room (private vs public) – as we believe a good house

is a house that can still be used within walking distance. We believe in connectivity between

interior and exterior. As we come from a tropical country, all of our design focuses on the

connection between humans and nature – this includes the use of water elements,

skylights, and preservation of trees, and natural elements.Our definition of luxury materials is

a combination of highly ‘finished’ materials (steel, glass), combined with natural stone,

woods, and landscape. A house should be elegant and even seems luxurious, but it shouldn’t

ever become extravagant to the users. Our doors, windows, and sliding doors are always

floor to ceiling height – we believe that a space is designed by these elements (floor, wall,

and ceiling) that need to stay true to its function. Continuous ceiling - floor to ceiling height

openings.As we are also really into working with challenging landscapes and structures,

we believe that we can continuously apply a variety of design approaches to a site, giving

the guest an exciting journey throughout the house.. 
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